
cul tura l  s ign i f icance

as a work of architecture
the Wolf House is considered to be the first building constructed with modern 
principles by Mies van der Rohe.
it showcases the main aspects of early modern architecture, plane surfaces, 
free flowing space and a new relationship between the inside and the outside.

as a wittness of historical events
the Wolf House represents an important part of the history of the city of Gubin/
Guben. From the rise as an important  successful industrial city, its downfall, 
the horrors and destruction of war, and the changes and tension in the polish-
german boarder

lega l  boundar ies

Venice Charter (1964)
article 9 | reconstruction followed by an archaeological and historical study of 
the site
article 11 | valid contributions of all periods is respected through superimposition 
and construction density
article 15 | ruins are maintained for permanent conservation and protection of 
architectural features

Burra Charter (1999)
article 9.1 | original historical location retained
article 17 | appropriate preservation of existing fabric
article 18 | reconstruction reveals significant aspects of place
article 20.2 | reconstruction is identifiable through additional interpretation
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the project centers arround the abstract 
reconstruction of the original Wolf House, to allow 
the visitor to understand the volume of the house 
and enjoy a new type of space.

the edifice plays with the idea of transparency, as 
a metaphor to evoque the destruction of the war. 
Through these installation we are stating that, 
though something cannot always be seen clearly, 
it does not mean it does not exist.

the building shifts depending on one’s vantage 
point, form a solid mass to an ethereal impression 
of lines dissolving into the surrounding landscape. 
As the visitor changes their perspective, the 
building becomes more solid one way and less 
solid the other. The density of the shell changes 
to give certain spaces more privacy, according to 
the function.

the project takes in account the possibility of 
excavations in the site, to discover the original 
building in the interest of future generations.
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archaeological ruins exhibition

historical exhibition

multipurpose room
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parkhorizontal dimension

three-dimensional space

three-dimensional space + functions

volumetric reconstruction

an  archae log ica l  s i te

the project sugest a reconnection/integration of 
the site into present context, with the intervention 
superimposed  on the archaeological site.  
the installation outlines the original building, 
respecting the modern ruins through the separation.
the new infraestructural overlay will allow the 
accesibility of the visitor, the navigation of the 
original site and the offer of relevant information 
to understand the importance of the    Wolf House 
today and in its historical context.
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ground floor | scale 1:150 m

east facade | scale 1:175 m

west facade | scale 1:175 m

north facade | scale 1:175 m

south facade | scale 1:175 m

seccion a-a‘ | scale 1:75 m
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